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The residual processes of a stationary AR(p) process and of polynomial regression are con- 
sidered. The residuals are obtained from ordinary least squares fitting. In the AR case, the partial 
sums converge to Brownian motion. In the polynomial case, they converge to generalized Brownian 
bridges. Other uses of the residuals are considered. Parameter estimation based on approximate 
log likelihood function of the residuals is considered. 
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I. Introduction 
We consider the two regression processes, the stationary autoregressive order p 
(AR(p))  process (1.1) and polynomial  regression (1.2) 
X,+I = #IX ,  + B2X,-1 +" " "+/3pX,+l - .  + e,+l 
and 
Xi , .  = flo + fl l  ti.. +" " " + [3ptPi,. + ei,. 
where {e,} is an independent and identically distributed (iid) sequence, E(e , )= O, 
Var(e , )= cr 2, E (e4)<oo and {ei..} is an iid array with E(e i . . )=O,  Var(ei,.) = ~r 2, 
First, consider the autoregressive case. Observe data X_p+l,  X_p÷2, • . . ,  X . .  The 
.~ A t 
f l 's are estimated by ordinary least squares, say /~ = (/31,. , . . . ,  tip, n) • The sequence 
of residuals is defined by 
t= l , . . . , , .  
~1..,- • •, ~.,. are not iid, but they are close to e~ . . . .  , e., which are iid. As noted in 
Brown et al. (1975), results of residuals of polynomial  regression do not generally 
carry over to autoregressive processes. 
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In this note, we consider first partial sums of the residuals of the AR process and 
show it converges to standard Brownian motion. As another example, we consider 
an estimation method which seems to be used in practice. Suppose e, has density 
f ( . ,  0), where 0 is a parameter. By pretending Y~,n, • - •, gn., are iid with this density, 
the log likelihood is used to estimate 0. Under some suitable conditions, we show 
this approximate log likelihood method has the same asymptotics as if the true e,'s 
were used. 
The same problems are considered in the polynomial regression case. The poly- 
nomial results are not all new; for example the partial sum process is considered 
by MacNeill (1978). 
The technique used is that of Skorokhod representation (Skorokhod (1956), 
Breiman (1968, p. 293))• The technique is used by many others, for example Pyke 
and Shorack (1968). The results are obtained in a straightforward manner by this 
technique, while they may not be so easy to obtain otherwise• Viewing MacNeill's 
(1978) polynomial regression results this way makes his work esthetically more 
appealing• 
The results of this paper show that the autoregressive and polynomial residual 
processes are in some aspects asymptotically similar and in some aspects quite 
different, for example, partial sums. Finally, an example is given in Section 4 to 
show that not all functionals of the AR residuals are like those of the corresponding 
innovations equence. 
2. Asymptotic representation of the AR residuals and some limit theorems 
Observe data X_p+~, X_p+2, . . . ,  X n. Let C(k)  = Cov(Xi, Xi+k). Assume that 
= 
I C(O) C(1) 
c!1)  c (o)  
C(p-  1) C(p -2)  
• . .  C (p -1 ) ]  
• .. C (p . -  2)1 
• ..  c io )  J 
is invertible. Let 
'Xo X-1 




yt = (X1, X2 , .• . ,  X,). 
For large n, (1/n)XtnX, is invertible, since it converges to X. The least squares 
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estimate of fl is 
tJ. = ( X ' .X . ) - '  X'. V.. (2.1) 
Let B~ ")= (1/crx/-ff) Zl'-'~ ei, 0 ~< t <~ 1. 
Lemma 2.1. Let fl be the true value of the parameter. Then (x/ n([3n - 13), B~ "), 0 <~ t <~ 1) 
converges weakly to (Z, B,, 0<~ t <~ 1) where z' = (Z~ . . . .  , Zp) is a Gaussian random 
vector and Bt is a standard Brownian motion. 
Proof. (i) First we show x/-n(/~, - fl) and B (") n( ' )  have a joint limiting normal t I , • . . , ~t  k 
distribution, where 0~ < tl ~<" • • ~< tk ~< 1. Since (1 /n )XtX .  -~ ~ it suffices to show 
1 " 
l (x tnXn)~/ -n ( [3  n - -  ~)t =x~ i~1 ( X i - l ,  . . . , X i  p )E i  
and B (n) B (") have a joint limiting normal distribution. t 1 , • . . , t n 
Let a~, . . . ,  a,, ~ R be arbitrary, m = k+p,  and 
Y .=a,  ~ Xq- j le , ,+ ' ' '+ak  ~ X,k jke, k 
il--I i k - - I  
~-  a ik+ 1 ~ e ik+l -~-  " " " -~ a im ~ e i  m 
ik + 1 -- 1 i m = 1 
= Z T,e, 
i - - I  
where T~ is measurable with respect o o~ = cr(e~:j<~ i). {Yn} is a martingale with 
n 2 Pr 
respect to {~,}. By a law of large numbers argument ( l /n )~ i= l  Ti ~ constant, 
which depends on al , .  • •, a,. Thus by the martingale CLT (Hall and Heyde (1980)) 
n -~/2 Yn has a normal limit. Since a~ . . . .  , am are arbitrary, the convergence of finite 
dimensional distribution is obtained. 
(ii) The tightness follows immediately. 
{~/n(/~, - f l ) ,  BI "), 0<~ t<~ 1 is an (•P xD[0 ,  1], E p xJ1)-valued process, where 
E p is the Eucl idean topology on •d and J~ is the Skorkhod topology on D[0, 1]. 
The tightness on this product space will now follow easily from the characterization 
in Billingsley (1968, Theorem 15.2). [] 
D[0, 1], the space of right continuous functions with left hand limits, when 
equipped with the Skorokhod topology, is a complete separable metric space 
(Billingsley (1968)). By Theorem 3.9.2 of  Skorokhod (1956), there exists a probabil ity 
space on which processes D~ n), Bt, 0 <~ t ~< 1 and random vectors Z,  and Z are 
constructed such that 
(i) (Z, B,, 0 <~ t ~< 1) has the limit distribution in Lemma 1, (2.2a) 
(ii) (Z . ,D~. ) ,O~t~I )  D (v/_ff([~ _13) ,u t  , -~  = u(") 0_<t~<l) fo reach  n, (2.2b) 
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and 
(iii) since B, is continuous, 
6. = max { IZ . -  Z[, O~t~ISUp [D{")- B'[} +0 a .s .  (2.2c) 
- max s<up Xi_ j  --> 0 a.s. 
rl l~ j~p o 1 i : l  
Lemma 2.2 
D 
where = means equal in distribution. Skorokhod's result does not say anything 
about the joint distribution of the processes over various n. 
Let e* (.) ~n) ,,. = o 'v / - f f (D~/ . -D( - l~ / . ) ,  i=  1 , . . . ,  n. Given (X_p+~,. , . . . ,  Xo..) = 
(X-v+1, • • •, Xo), define 
Xi+l , .=f l lX i , .+  " " "+f lpX i -p , .+e i+ l , . ,  i=0 ,1 , . . . ,n .  
Then, for each n I> 1, 
D 
(E l f ,  n , . .  * . ,  E . . . .  Xo ,  n, . . . , Xn ,  n )  = (E l , . . . ,  En, Xo ,  . . . , Xn) .  
^ .  
Let /3 ,  be the least squares estimate of fl based on data X~,,, i = -p  + 1 , . . . ,  n. The 
above gives, for each n, 
( , /~( t i , * -  a ) ,  ~ 1" , , , . . . ,  ~,*,.) = ° ( , /~( t i ,  - a ) ,  ~1 , . .  . ,  ~.) 
D 
= (z* ,  ~* ~*,). (2.3) 1,n,  • • • ,  
The residuals are defined by 
P P 
~,., = x ,  - y. L . °x , _ ,  = ~, -  Y~ (L . .  - t~ , )x , _ , ,  i = ~,. . . ,  ,,. 
j= l  j= l  
Therefore, for n >i 1, by (2.3) 
(g . , . , . . . ,  ~*,.) =D (gl.., • . . ,  g.,.) (2.4) 
^,  
where ei,. = e*.-Y.~=1 (Zz . /v / -n )X~-~, .  and where Z.  is given in (2.2). From (2.2c), 
we have 
~* ~* ~: (z~ 1 ,,,, = , , , , -  + 6 i , , , ) -~nX,_ j , , ,   i = 1 , . . . ,  n, (2.5) 
j= l  
where [6j,.I ~< 6.. Because of (2.4), we can now drop the superscript * notation and 
the subscript n in X (2.5) when no confusion will result. 
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Proof. Since E(e~) <co, it follows that E( l (1/n)  ~=lVt"'l X %, <- kn -2, for a constant k. 
The lemma now follows by a standard application of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma 
(Breiman (1968)). [] 
Consider the residual partial sum process 
/~.) 1 t,,,l . 
-~" orx/- ~ i~=l ei, n, 0 ~ t <~ 1 
8 1 t,,,] B{ " ) -1  ~ (Zj+ 7..)- E Xi-j. (2.6) 
O' j= 1 n i=1 
By Lemma 2.1, the second term in (2.6) tends to zero uniformly in t. 
Theorem 2.1. B~") converges weakly to B,, standard Brownian motion. 
Theorem 2.2. Let qt >~O be a function on [0, 1] such that ~1 tvit(t )d t  <co. Let 
-- f(2i+l)/n 
~(s)  ds. R( i )  - : (2 i - , ) / .  
Then 
Io c~(.)~2 ~(t)B~t dt R ~Jt~i/n) ''> i=1 
in distribution. 
Proof. From (2.6), 
R~n] ,O i / , ,  - ~ R n (B,/ . )  
i=1 i=1 
i 
2 ~ D{ i~D(n)~ (aj+~jn) 1 ~lXk_j  
i= l  Jt~" ~ n l  = ' /n  j= l  ' = 
_ , , 
+ or2 i=1 j 1 = 
The result now follows by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1. fq 
1 2 For ~ = 1, P(~0 B, dt <~ x) is partially tabled in MacNeill (1978), Table 2 in the 
column headed Brownian motion. 
3. Polynomial regression residual process 
Consider the polynomial regression 
Xi, n = flo + [31 ti,. +" " " + flptiP., + ei,, 
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where ti,, = i/n. The analogue of Lemma 2.1 can easily be obtained. Let 
1 t"'] 
B~ ")= E e,,. 
OrN/~ i=1 ' 
Then 
1 [.,1 ~ 1 [nil J 
~°'= ~./-~ x ~,,. = BI °'- ~ (~,,°-:~,)-5-~. f, '',o 
i=1 j=O 
f, - 8 : -  ~ ~ s~ ds = e : -  ~ z~ ,~+' j=o or Jo ~=o ' j+ l "  (3.1) 
Therefore 
B~")~ B , -  ~ Zj t j+' 
j=o or j + 1" (3.2) 
However 
i=1 
Substituting into (3.1), interchanging order of summation, and letting n ~ oo gives 
fo 0 B I -  j s J - lBsds -~ Zk 1 = S k+j  ds k=O or 
=BI - j  sJ-1B~ds - . . ,p.  
k=O or k+j+ l '  j=0 ,1 , .  
1 1 






p+l  or 
1 Z~ 
p+2 o- 
n l  
fo 1 B1-  B~ ds 
fo B1- P sP-1B, ds 
Substituting into (3.2) gives the limit of B~ "). 
I f  p = 1, we get 
Zo= -2B1+6 Bs ds, Z1 = 6B1-  12 Bs ds 
or or 
and 
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This agrees with MacNeill's (1978) result obtained by less elementary techniques. 
For p = 2 we get 
B~")-~, ( B, - tB1) - 3t( t -1)  ( B, - 2 Io' Bs ds ) 
-5t ( t -1) (2t -1)  Bl+6 B~ds-12  sB, ds . 
The difference between this and the AR process is that the last term in (3.1) does 
not tend to zero, while the last term in (2.6) converges to zero by a SLLN. 
4. Applications and remarks 
In this section we consider some applications of the asymptotic representation 
of the residuals. Sometimes data is prefiltered and then the residuals are modelled. 
In economic series, it is quite common to fit a trend and then model the residuals. 
As a first example we consider an approximate likelihood method by pretending 
~, , , . . . ,  ~,,, are iid. Suppose e, has density f ( . ,  O), 0 c 8, an open subset of R d. If 
el,. • •, e, were observed, 8 could be estimated by the method of maximum likelihood 
(mle), obtained by maximizing the log likelihood function 
L,(8) = ~ log f (e ,  0). (4.1) 
t= l  
fl and 8 could also simultaneously be estimated by maximum likelihood. Suppose 
instead we estimate 8 by maximizing the approximate log likelihood 
f-,n(8) = ~ logf(~t,,, 8), (4.2) 
t~ l  
which is (4.1) with ~,., replacing e,. Are the approximate mle and true mle, from 
(4.2) and (4.1) respectively, close ? Under the assumptions below they are. As pointed 
out by the referee, the suboptimal estimation (4.2) is asymptotically efficient (corol- 
lary to Theorem 4.1) which seems to be due to the smoothness assumption 4.1(2) 
on the density f. This assumption is satisfied by many members of the exponential 
family in their natural parameterizations (Rao (1973)). 
We make some assumptions of f ,  in the spirit of the type used in Rao (1973) to 
prove consistency and asymptotic normality of the mle. 
Assumption 4.1. (1) Suppose f(x,  0) satisfies Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 of Rao (1973, 
p. 364). 
(2) Suppose, for some m i> 1 and for any 0 ~ O, and for almost all x, 
0 m 0 I+1 (Ax) l  
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where x* is between x and x + Ax and 
Ig,,+,(x*, O)I<~ M( O) < ~. 
(I o+ ) 
(3) E OxlO----~logf(e~,O) <0% l=O, 1 , . . . ,m.  
Part 2 of Assumption 4.1 is used in the same spirit as Assumption 3, p. 364 of 
Rao (1973). 
Theorem 4.1. Let A c ~9 be a compact set, with Oo ~ interior(A), where Oo is the true 
value of O. Then on the specially constructed probability space of Section 2, 
v~n(~Of~n(O)---~L,(O))~O a.s. uniformly on A. 
~ A 
Corollary to Theorem 4.1. Let O. and On respectively minimize L. and Ln on A. 
(1) On the specially constructed probability space 
0 , -0 ,  ~0 a.s. 
Also since O, is ~/n-consistent ( Rao (1973)) then back in the original probability space, 
O, is ,/n-consistent. 
(2) Let I = -Eoo(02/O000 logf(e~, 0o)) be the Fisher information. Then 
/,/-if(J- Oo) ~ N(0, 1). 
Notice also O, is asymptotically independent of ft,. 
Proof of the Corollary. (1) Follows directly from Theorem 4.1. 
For (2), 
10L. 1 [OL. ~ 0£. J \+  10f~. 
_i(n \O0o02L" (0.)) e-if(0. - 0o1, 
where 0* is between 0, and 0o. 
On the right-hand side, the first term tends to zero, the second term equals zero, 
and 
02 
The corollary now follows by Slutsky's Theorem. Also we see that on this specially 
constructed space, 0~ - 0o asymptotically does not depend on Z1, . . . ,  Zp. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1 
:~nn fi~ ~ -~l°gf(e"°)---i-~. k-~n ~= (Z/+~j.)X,_j 1=1 j~l 
For l = 1, we get terms involving 
0 2 
1 " 0 2 O) Xt - j= l  Y= ~--~logf(e,, O)Xt_j 
,~, ~ log f(e, ,  ~/n n ,:1 
~Eoo ~-~logf (e~,  O)Xt_j by a SLNN argument 
(+ ) = ~oo ~-~logf (e -  0) Eoo(Xl_j) by independence, 
since j = 1 , . . . ,p  
=0. 
For l = 2 . . . .  , m, we have terms, involving, for k = 0, 1 . . . .  , l, 
! ~ 0/+1 
,=, Ox--~7~O 0 logf(e, ,  O)(X,_j)k(~/n) -' 
(1 )  (1-1) 01+1 
~--- ~ n-1 ~ -~-Txt logf(e, ,  O)Xk,:j 
t=l 
-->0 by a SLNN argument. 
For the remainder term, for each j an upper bound is, for n sufficiently large 
. m(o) ~ IX,_/~ (fZ+l + 1)M(O)Eoo(lX,-jl~)n - ' ' -+ O. (IZ, I + x)--a~-_~ ,=, 
In the polynomial case, under Assumption 4.1, we get 
Theorem 4.2. On the specially constructed probability space, 
1 /0 i 0 OL(O)) -~  02 1 
uniformly on compact sets in O. Here L~ and £,, are the polynomial case analogues of 
(4.1) and (4.2). 
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Remark. In the polynomial regression problem we see that the approximate log 
likelihood differs asymptotically from the mle unless 
a 2 
Eoo(~-~logf (e~,  0o))=0.  
We now briefly consider the empirical distribution function (edf) of the 
autoregressive r siduals. On a specially constructed space, as in Section 2, there 
also exists a standard Brownian bridge W, so that for F,, the edf of the unobserved 
innovations e l , . . . ,  en, 
6n(x) = x/-ff(Fn(x) - F(x) )  - W(F(x ) )  ~ 0 (4.3) 
uniformly in x, a.s. as n ~ co. 
Using (4.3) and Lemma 2.1, 
~(x)=n-' Z Z(~,,.<~x)~Fo (x+-- E (Izj . l+laj. I)  max  ~ X,_, 
,=1 \ , /n ,=,  - -  ,~, " 
An analogous lower bound on /3, is also easily obtained. Using these and (4.3), 
sup [ ~6. (x) - F(x)] ~ sup IF.(x) - F(x)l + sup sup* ]F(x + s) - F(x)  I 
x x x s 
1 
+--~ sup sup* lW(F(x  + s ) ) -  W(F(x) ) l  
~n x s 
1 
+-= sup sup* I&,(x + s) - 6,,(x)l 
X/n  x s 
where sup* is over all 
1 P 
(4.4) 
Lemma 4.1. For the Ar(p) process considered in Section 2, we have, for any 6 > ~, 
n -8 max IX, I~O a.s. 
Proof. Write 
P 
X,= ~ CO-I+ ~ at.,X_t, 
l=O 1=1 
c~ 
where (1 - f l l x  . . . . .  flpxP) -1 =2t=o Ct x~ and a l , , , . . . ,  ap,,~O as t~oe. Since e, are 
lid, it is easily shown that 
E CIEt-i  ~ [-£4 C 4+ tx Ct <~ Kt 
/=0  /=0 l 
independent of t. The result now follows from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. [] 
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Proposition 4.2. Suppose, for any a > O, ~ < 6 < ½, 
sup sup{[F(x + s) - F(x)l: Isl <~ an -~'/2-~)} = O(n-<'/2-~)). 
x 
Then for any or, 0< a <½-  6, 
n=lF.(x)- F(x)[-~ O uniformly in x. 
Proof. On the specially constructed space, the proposition follows directly frbm 
Lemma 4.1 and (4.4). In fact using more moments on e~ in Lemma 4.1 would allow 
to be decreased in this result. [] 
Remark. We see that in some respects the AR and polynomial residuals behave 
similarly and sometimes they behave differently. This elaborates a passing remark 
in Brown et al. (1975). 
The AR(p) residual partial sum process /~") of Section 2 can be used in an 
analogous manner to MacNeill (1978). For example to test /4o:/3 does not change 
over time, versus HA: /3 does change over time, a test statistic is 
Qn=~Ri=I n ~j~J ,  
with a consistent estimate of or 2 substituted, for example s2 = 1/n ~=~ ~, .  Theorem 
2.2 gives the asymptotic distribution of this Cramer-von Mises statistic under Ho. 
The hypothesis Ho is rejected for large values of Q,. 
A goodness of fit test could be based on 
S. = max ~ Yj.. = sup 
l~i~n o"h/ n 0~t~l 
I f  X, is an AR(p) process, then Theorem 2.1 gives the asymptotic distribution of 
S,. A variety of tests based on the residual edf could also be considered. 
Not all functions of autoregressive r siduals have the same asymptotics as the 
corresponding function of the innovation sequence. We end this paper with one 
such example. A statistic of interest in time series is the spectral measure (Brillinger 
(1975)). Bartlett (1962) considered such a statistic. Suppose one observes a stationary 
AR(1) process 
X.+, = fiX. + e.+l (4.5) 
Finite Fourier transforms of the residuals may be formed, 
dn(a)= ~ e-iXjEj, n. 
j=l  
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.~,(A) = ar, (A)arn(-A)/(27rn ) is the per iodogram of  the residual  sequence.  Let 
- -  E , (4 .6 )  
' 1"/ j= l  
F~,, is an  est imate of  the empir ica l  spectral measure  of  the i id sequence {e,}. Let 
F~,n be the cor respond ing  funct iona l  of  (4.6) for the {e,} sequence.  Suppose the 
true value o f /3  in (4.5) is 0. In  this case it can be shown that 
,,, 0 -2 IO ~ vrff{F~.n(h) - F~,.(A)} = x/-n(/3 - /3 . ) - -  cos(y)  dy  + Op(1) 
'IT 
D A 2 
---~ N 0, 
since f (y )  = o-2/2~r is the spectral densi ty of  {e,}. At the rate of  interest, namely  
vrn, there is a non-tr iv ia l  difference. 
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